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Abstract—The Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS), the
Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU), and the Humidity
Sounder for Brazil (HSB) form an integrated cross-track scanning
temperature and humidity sounding system on the Aqua satellite
of the Earth Observing System (EOS). AIRS is an infrared
spectrometer/radiometer that covers the 3.7–15.4-m spectral
range with 2378 spectral channels. AMSU is a 15-channel mi-
crowave radiometer operating between 23 and 89 GHz. HSB is
a four-channel microwave radiometer that makes measurements
between 150 and 190 GHz. In addition to supporting the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration’s interest in process study
and climate research, AIRS is the first hyperspectral infrared
radiometer designed to support the operational requirements
for medium-range weather forecasting of the National Ocean
and Atmospheric Administration’s National Centers for En-
vironmental Prediction (NCEP) and other numerical weather
forecasting centers. AIRS, together with the AMSU and HSB
microwave radiometers, will achieve global retrieval accuracy
of better than 1 K in the lower troposphere under clear and
partly cloudy conditions. This paper presents an overview of the
science objectives, AIRS/AMSU/HSB data products, retrieval
algorithms, and the ground-data processing concepts. The EOS
Aqua was launched on May 4, 2002 from Vandenberg AFB, CA,
into a 705-km-high, sun-synchronous orbit. Based on the excellent
radiometric and spectral performance demonstrated by AIRS
during prelaunch testing, which has by now been verified during
on-orbit testing, we expect the assimilation of AIRS data into the
numerical weather forecast to result in significant forecast range
and reliability improvements.
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I. AIRS MISSION BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW

T HE BASIC physics involved in using the wavelength-de-
pendent transmission of CObetween 13 and 15m for

temperature sounders from earth orbit was published in 1959
by Kaplan [1]. In 1969, shortly after Chahine [2] published the
relaxation algorithm to invert spectral radiances to temperature
profiles, Wark and Hilleary [3] made the first experimental
temperature soundings from space using the Satellite Infrared
Radiation Spectrometer (SIRS). SIRS was a seven-channel
grating spectrometer with a resolution of in the
15- m CO band on Nimbus-4. By 1978, the High Resolution
Infrared Sounder (HIRS), a filter-wheel radiometer with a
spectral resolution of and 19 channels between
3.7 and 15 m, and the Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU),
with four channels in the 50–57-GHz wings of the oxygen
band, became the first of the Television Infrared Observation
Satellite (TIROS) Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS). The
four-channel MSU was replaced starting with NOAA-15 in
1998 by the Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU),
the combination of the AMSU-A1, AMSU-A2, and AMSU-B,
with 19 channels between 23 and 190 GHz. The combination
of HIRS/3, AMSU-A, and AMSU-B constitutes the current
operational sounding system of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).

The limiting effects of cloud contamination in the field of
view of the infrared (IR) sounder were quickly recognized.
There are several ways to deal with the cloud effects, including
carefully detecting and rejecting data from cloud-contaminated
footprints or eliminating the effects of clouds from the data.

The reliable identification of cloud-free IR footprints is a
difficult and somewhat subjective task. The United Kingdom’s
Met Office [4] found that only 6.5% of the HIRS footprints are
“clear” based on the analysis of overlapping HIRS 17-km and
AVHRR 1-km footprints. Using AIRS simulated data, Gold-
berget al. [5] found 4.5% of the fields of view over ocean with
less than 0.6% cloud contamination. Since the European Centre
for Medium Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) and the Na-
tional Centers for Environment Prediction (NCEP) currently use
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only “clear” data from IR sounders for assimilation into fore-
cast analysis fields [6], the small fraction of “clear” data from
IR sounders has had little impact on the forecast.

One way to significantly reduce the effects of clouds is to
use microwave data. Using the Nimbus-E Microwave Sounder
(NEMS) on Nimbus-5, Staelinet al. [7] demonstrated the capa-
bility of microwave sensors to sense atmospheric temperatures
within and below clouds. Unfortunately, the vertical resolution
achievable in the troposphere from the microwave region is in-
ferior to that achievable in the 4.3-m CO band, and it is dif-
ficult to build microwave instruments with hundreds of temper-
ature sounding channels. In addition, microwave emissivity is
strongly frequency and surface dependent, such that even with
the best models the residual emissivity uncertainty makes the
“microwave-only” solution less attractive.

The alternative to cloud filtering is “cloud-clearing.” Smith
[8] proposed the parameter for IR cloud clearing and
demonstrated the technique using the Infrared Temperature
Profile Radiometer (ITPR) on the Nimbus-5 satellite. Chahine
[9], [10] proposed a physical basis for cloud-clearing IR radi-
ances by analytically combining IR sounder data and 54-GHz
band microwave sounder data. McMillin and Dean [11] tested
a variant of the method using data from the operational
TOVS (HIRS/MSU).

The information content of the 19 HIRS and four MSU
bands is inadequate to simultaneously yield an accurate
temperature profile, moisture profile, surface temperature,
and wavelength-dependent emissivityand eliminate cloud
contamination effects. The replacement of the MSU with the
15-channel AMSU-A and the addition of the five-channel
AMSU-B with NOAA15 did not resolve this basic problem.
In 1977, Kaplanet al. [12] showed that a major improvement
in vertical resolution and accuracy could be achieved by
increasing the spectral resolution to
and by using many more sounding channels, including the
R-branch of the 4.2-m CO band. This increased information
content, available with much higher spectral resolution IR
data, was out of reach for an operational IR sounder using the
technology of the late 1970s. It took another ten years, until
the late 1980s, before breakthroughs in IR detector and cooler
technology made such an instrument practical.

The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) predicted in
1987 [13] that, by the mid-1990s, data assimilation would reach
the stage where the accuracy of model-derived atmospheric
temperature fields would exceed that obtained from the opera-
tional satellite soundings based on HIRS and MSU. Additional
improvements in numerical weather prediction would require
improvement in the accuracy of atmospheric temperature
profiles to better than 1 K, with 1-km vertical layers (referred to
as the “1 K/1 km” requirement) and humidity soundings with
10% accuracy in 2-km layers in the troposphere, both globally,
with 100-km horizontal sampling. The required accuracy is
routinely achieved by radiosondes. To establish the feasibility
of the WMO requirements, an extensive data-simulation and
retrieval-algorithm development effort was combined with
a technology assessment to establish instrument design and
measurement capabilities. In 1989, D. Q. Wark, then the Senior
Scientist at NOAA’s National Environmental Satellite Data and

TABLE I
AIRS TEAM SCIENCE TEAM

Information Service (NESDIS), proposed a set of measure-
ment requirements for an “Inter-agency Sounder,” which was
accepted by a team of scientists from NOAA and NASA. The
measurement requirements included detailed specifications of
spectral coverage, sensitivity, resolution, calibration accuracy
and stability, and spatial-response characteristics. The ability
of this sounder to work in combination with the microwave
sounder was key to achieving “1 K/1 km” globally under clear
and cloudy conditions.

Based on proposals (Table I) submitted by the members of
the team, the then Associate Administrator for Space Science
and Applications, L. A. Fisk, in a letter dated January 18,
1991, appointed the AIRS Science Team members to become
integral partners in the development of the AIRS facility in-
strument for the Earth Observing System (EOS), including the
AIRS spectrometer, the AMSU-A, and the AMSU-B, with M.
Chahine as the AIRS Facility Team Leader. The “Inter-agency
Sounder” measurement requirements became the basis of the
AIRS design. Aumann and Pagano [14] described the 1993
instrument concept, which ultimately was implemented with
relatively few modifications. AIRS, along with the AMSU
microwave sounder, was to form an advanced sounding system
under clear and cloudy conditions.

The AIRS spectrometer was designed, fabricated, and
tested by Loral Infrared Imaging Systems in Lexington, MA,
which was acquired first by Lockheed Martin and then British
Aerospace Systems, with overall project management by the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). A copy of the AMSU-A1
and AMSU-A2 was procured by the Goddard Space Flight
Center (GSFC) from AeroJet in Azusa, CA. A copy of the
AMSU-B, without the 89-GHz channel, was procured by the
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Fig. 1. Relative alignment of the AIRS/AMSU/HSB footprints is key to achieving radiosonde accuracy retrievals.

Brazilian Space Agency (INPE) from Matra Marconi Space
(U.K.) and named HSB. The AIRS Science Team members
have been integrally involved in the development of the AIRS
spectrometer, its calibration, the development of the algorithms
to convert radiances to the geophysical sounding products, and
the development of the data processing system to make the
data available to the scientific community and the operational
weather forecasting centers.

II. AIRS SCIENCE OBJECTIVES

The AIRS spectrometer is designed to operate in synchro-
nism with the microwave instruments AMSU-A1, AMSU-A2,
and HSB. The simultaneous use of the data from the three in-
struments provides both new and improved measurements of
cloud properties, atmospheric temperature and humidity, and
land and ocean skin temperatures, with the accuracy, resolution,
and coverage required by numerical weather prediction and cli-
mate models.

Among the important datasets that AIRS will contribute to
climate studies are as follows:

• atmospheric temperature profiles;
• sea-surface temperature;
• land-surface temperature and emissivity;
• relative humidity profiles and total precipitable water

vapor;
• fractional cloud cover;
• cloud spectral IR emissivity;
• cloud-top pressure and temperature;
• total ozone burden of the atmosphere;
• column abundances of minor atmospheric gases such as

CO , CH , CO, and NO;
• outgoing longwave radiation and longwave cloud radiative

forcing;
• precipitation rate.

Alignment and synchronization of the “AIRS Instrument
Suite” are key to the ability to achieve 1-K/1-km retrieval ac-
curacy in the presence of clouds. The scan geometries of AIRS
and HSB, both with 1.1 footprints, relative to the AMSU,
with a 3.3 footprint, are illustrated in Fig. 1. The on-orbit
verification of this special alignment is discussed in [15].

The AIRS/AMSU/HSB data will be used to improve nu-
merical weather predictions and to support climate-related
studies. These include the evaluation of the potential correlation
between the speed of the hydrological cycle, cirrus clouds,
and greenhouse gas abundance with global warming. Also of
interest to climate are the global day/night measurements of
ozone, CO, and COprofiles possible with AIRS data.

A. Improving Numerical Weather Prediction

The data from satellite sounding systems are used to augment
the operational radiosondes (about 4000 are launched every day)
in the global definition of the initial conditions for the General
Circulation Models (GCM) used by the Numerical Weather Pre-
diction (NWP) centers around the world. There are two ways to
assimilate data into a GCM: direct assimilation and retrieval as-
similation. For direct assimilation, calculated radiances, based
on the state of the atmosphere as defined by the GCM anal-
ysis and the instrument characteristics, are directly compared
to the calibrated radiances measured by an instrument, the level
1b product in the case of AIRS.

The state of the atmosphere in the GCM is adjusted to achieve
agreement within the noise. This process works currently only
with radiances from cloud-free fields of view; all but about 5%
of the data have to be rejected as cloud-contaminated [4]. The
potential impact of AIRS data on forecast accuracy would, thus,
be limited to the small fraction of cloud-free data. The high
spectral resolution of AIRS data suggests a potential alterna-
tive to rejecting all data from cloud-contaminated footprints,
which will be tested with AIRS data by ECWMF: soundings
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are made to the cloud tops, and only the data affected by clouds
are rejected. The alternatives to rejecting cloudy data are to ei-
ther assimilate “cloud-cleared” radiances or to assimilate tem-
perature and moisture profiles (Level 2 products) obtained from
cloud-cleared data, similar to the current assimilation of con-
ventional radiosonde and land and ocean surface-temperature
reports. Because the data from AIRS/AMUS/HSB are expected
to produce radiosonde-quality soundings in the presence of sig-
nificant cloud cover, perhaps as much as 80% of the AIRS data
should be usable to help define the initial state of the GCM.
Since the error in the forecast doubles every two days that a fore-
cast is extended, the radiosonde quality of global AIRS data in
the presence of many cloud types should lead to significant ad-
vances in the reliability of the three- to five-day forecast.

B. Study of Processes That Affect the Climate

Ultimately, the earth’s climate depends on the radiative output
of the sun and the balance between the portion of the short-
wave radiation absorbed from the sun and the longwave radi-
ation reemitted into space from the earth’s surface, clouds, and
atmosphere. However, the earth’s climate is a complex system
with many components and feedback processes that operate on
different characteristic time scales. The slow components, with
characteristic time scales of the order of decades and longer, in-
volve the deep oceans and permanent and semipermanent ice
and snow covers. The fast components, with time constants of
days to months, encompass the atmosphere, upper ocean layers,
and include the biosphere as well as air–land and air–sea in-
teractions and clouds. Atmospheric and surface measurements
from AIRS will be able to provide data regarding these faster
interactions with unprecedented accuracy.

The study of the global hydrologic cycle, with a characteristic
time of about two weeks, is an example of one of the faster pro-
cesses that can be studied using AIRS/AMSU/HSB data. AIRS
will measure the major components of these driving forces, in-
cluding the thermal structure of the surface and atmosphere, the
amount and height of clouds, outgoing longwave IR radiation,
the distribution of atmospheric water vapor, and precipitation.
Particularly important is the unique ability of AIRS to measure
water vapor in the upper troposphere between 300 and 100 mbar.
Since conventional radiosondes provide no usable water vapor
information at pressures below 300 mbar, corresponding to an
altitude of about 12 km, the GCMs tend to be too dry [16]. Cirrus
clouds in the upper troposphere trap more energy than they rera-
diate, thus producing a net warming effect. The spectral signa-
ture of cirrus clouds can be detected directly by AIRS. The mea-
surements of the water cycle and the upper tropospheric water
amount will be key to assessing changes indicative of or precur-
sors to climate change.

Another example of processes related to climate amenable
to study with AIRS data is measurement of the amount and
the effects of increased greenhouse gases. The most important
greenhouse gas is water vapor, followed by carbon dioxide and
methane. The ability to provide simultaneous observations of
the earth’s atmospheric temperature, ocean surface tempera-
ture, and land surface temperature, as well as humidity, clouds,
albedo, and distribution of greenhouse gases, will enable AIRS

TABLE II
AIRS DATA PRODUCTS

to provide a single consistent dataset with which to observe the
effects of increased greenhouse gases.

Table II lists the data products obtainable from the algorithm
developed by the science team members. It leverages the IR
sounding channels and microwave sounding channels to obtain
the highest accuracy geophysical products. Global coverage is
twice per day. Calibrated radiances (also referred to as Level
1b products) will be obtained at the instrument footprint size
13.5, 40, and 13.5, for AIRS, AMSU, and HSB, respectively.
Retrieved geophysical products, also referred to as Level 2 prod-
ucts, including cloud-cleared radiances, are based on the com-
bined AIRS/AMSU/HSB 40-km scale.

The AIRS Team is actively collaborating with NWP cen-
ters to ensure that the full impact of AIRS is realized in
improving weather forecasting. End-to-end simulations of
AIRS/AMSU/HSB data have been used to fully test the Product
Generation System and corresponding algorithms and to pre-
pare for the scientific exploitation of the AIRS data after launch
[17]. In the sections that follow, we provide a brief overview
of the AIRS, AMSU, and HSB instruments, calibration, and
data processing. A series of articles by AIRS Science Team
members in this special issue of TGARS describes details of the
radiometric, spectral, and spatial calibration, and the various
algorithms for the retrieval of the geophysical parameters and
the data processing systems. The data processing system at JPL
focuses on algorithm development and data-product validation.
The GSFC DAAC supports routine data processing, archiving,
and distribution. The NOAA/NESDIS computer system is
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optimized to support near-real-time data distribution to the
medium-range weather forecasting centers.

III. AIRS I NSTRUMENT

The AIRS instrument, shown in Fig. 2 during final inspection,
provides spectral coverage in the 3.74–4.61-m, 6.20–8.22-m,
and 8.8–15.4-m infrared wavebands at a nominal spectral res-
olution of . A diffraction grating disperses the
radiation from the scene onto 17 linear arrays of HgCdTe detec-
tors on the focal plane. The layout of the focal plane is shown in
Fig. 3. The focal plane is mounted on an 8.4 mm37 mm ce-
ramic substrate. It contains all detector arrays and readout elec-
tronics. Each detector array has dimension of 2, where
ranges from 94 and 192 elements. Two rows (A and B) provide
redundancy of the readout electronics and bias power supplies.

The focal plane is cooled to 60 K by a Stirling/pulse tube
cryocooler. The IR spectrometer is cooled to 155 K by a two-
stage passive radiative cooler. This temperature is controlled to
within 0.1 K of the setpoint by a choke heater. The time con-
stant of the spectrometer is approximately 23 hours. Cooling of
the detectors and the optics is necessary to achieve the required
instrument sensitivity. Spatial coverage and views of cold space
and hot calibration targets are provided by a scan mirror. The
mirror makes a full revolution every 2.67 s. The scan mirror is
radiatively coupled to the spectrometer and operates at a tem-
perature of 250 K. This temperature is recorded in the telemetry
and is a parameter in the radiometric calibration equation [18].

The AIRS instrument also includes four visible/near-IR
(Vis/NIR) channels between 0.40 and 0.94m, with a 2.3-km
FOV. The four spectral bands are defined by filters. Two of the
channels emulate the AVHRR visible channels. The Vis/NIR
detectors operate at the 293-K ambient temperature range of
the instrument housing. Each AIRS IR footprint is mapped into
an 8 9 pattern of Vis/NIR footprints. Because the IR channels
and the Vis/NIR channels share the scan mirror, the spatial
relationship between the IR and Vis/NIR is fixed. The spatial
relationship between the Vis/NIR and the IR spectrometer
will be established empirically in orbit at the 1-km level using
coastline crossings. The primary function of the Vis/NIR
channels is for the diagnostics of cloud in the IR FOV. Details
are discussed in [19].

Design redundancy in the major subsystems, including the
Stirling coolers and electronics, has been employed for an ex-
pected seven-year on-orbit lifetime.

Signals from both the IR spectrometer and the Vis/NIR pho-
tometer are passed through onboard signal and data processing
electronics, which perform functions of radiation circumven-
tion, ground-programmable gain adjustment and offset subtrac-
tion, signal integration, and output formatting and buffering to
the high-rate science data bus. In addition, the AIRS instrument
contains command and control electronics whose functions in-
clude communications with the satellite platform, instrument re-
dundancy reconfiguration, the generation of timing and control
signals necessary for instrument operation, and collection of in-
strument engineering and housekeeping data. Table III summa-
rizes high-level AIRS parameters. Morseet al.[20] gave a more

Fig. 2. AIRS during final inspection at BAE in the fall of 1999.

Fig. 3. AIRS focal plane contains 17 detector arrays and their readout
electronics on a ceramic substrate. The two arrays labeled M4 consist of two
arrays each, which are butted together.

detailed description of the AIRS instrument and testing pro-
gram. Paganoet al.[18] presented the results of AIRS prelaunch
performance testing.

The prelaunch and in-flight calibration of AIRS is critical
to the mission success. Details of the AIRS radiometric, spec-
tral, and spatial calibration are discussed in subsequent papers
[21]–[24]. AIRS superclear window channels, selected to min-
imize absorption by atmospheric lines, will be used to globally
validate the radiometric calibration. This process will initially
include the use of sea surface temperature models provided by
NOAA/NCEP. Ultimately, the long-term validation and moni-
toring of the radiometric calibration accuracy required for cli-
mate studies will exclusively use surface marine reports [25].
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TABLE III
HIGH-LEVEL AIRS PARAMETERS

IV. AMSU AND HSB INSTRUMENTS

The ability of the AIRS/AMSU/HSB sounder system to
obtain accurate temperature and moisture profiles in the
presence of clouds is based on the combined analysis of AIRS
infrared and AMSU microwave data. AMSU-A is comprised
of two separate sensor units, AMSU-A1 and AMSU-A2,
with coaligned, synchronized, and equal-size field of views.
The AMSU-A footprint is three times wider than the AIRS
footprint and covers a cluster of nine AIRS footprints. Fig. 1
shows the relative alignment of these instruments. Data from
one AMSU footprint and nine AIRS footprints are used to
create a single “cloud-cleared” infrared spectrum. The HSB is
essentially a copy of the AMSU-B minus the 89-GHz channel.
The high-level microwave instrument parameters are listed in
Table IV. Because AMSU and AMSU-B instruments have been
in orbit since 1998, the calibration software is relatively mature.
Details for instrument prelaunch calibration, alignment, and
synchronization can be found in [26].

V. AIRS/AMSU/HSB PRODUCTGENERATION SOFTWARE

The AIRS Product Generation Software (PGS) has seven
major modules: calibration, microwave retrieval, cloud
clearing, initial IR retrieval, physical retrieval, bias correction,
and radiative transfer calculations. The output are the products
listed in Table II.

1) Level 1b software is used to convert the Level 1a (raw data
numbers from the instruments) to calibrated radiances.
Details can be found in the Level 1b Algorithm The-
oretical Basis Documents for the IR spectrometer [27],

TABLE IV
HIGH-LEVEL MICROWAVE INSTRUMENT PARAMETERS

for the Vis/NIR [28], and for the microwave instruments
[29]. The software uses the internal calibration sources
and space views for the radiometric calibration. The up-
welling spectral radiances are used for the AIRS spectral
calibration. In addition, the Level 1b software generates
quality assessment (QA) indicators that are used to mon-
itor the health of the AIRS instrument and trend system
performance.

2) Microwave retrieval:The microwave calibrated radiances
are used to generate the initial estimate of the temperature
and moisture profile. Details of the algorithm are given in
[30]. Key to the algorithm is the “Rapid Forward Model
for AMSU/HSB Channels,” which is described in [31].
Microwave data are not affected by most clouds; they
are, however, affected by precipitation and uncertainty in
surface emissivity. The “at-launch” algorithm generates a
precipitation flag to alert subsequent users of the data and
includes an initial precipitation-rate estimate.

3) Cloud clearing:Selected IR and microwave channels are
used to create the “cloud-cleared” IR radiance product.
The algorithm combines the 3 3 pattern of AIRS data
that overlay a single AMSU footprint into a single cloud-
cleared spectrum on the AMSU 40-km footprint scale.
The precipitation flag generated by the microwave algo-
rithm is used to identify data where the microwave radi-
ances are perturbed by precipitation and are not usable for
cloud clearing. Details of the cloud-clearing algorithm are
described in [32]. Retrievals of all geophysical products
use the “cloud-cleared” radiance product as input.
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Fig. 4. Dataflow from the EOS Aqua accommodates the near-real-time data requirement of weather services.

4) First IR retrieval: The first IR retrieval of temperature
and moisture profiles as function of pressure, and

, uses physical regression. Goldberget al.[5] provide
details.

5) Final IR retrieval: The initial solution for the tempera-
ture and moisture profiles is used to initialize the iterative
physical retrieval described in [32]. In addition to temper-
ature and moisture profiles, the software solves for IR and
microwave surface emissivity as a function of frequency,
total ozone, cloud fraction, and cloud top height for up to
two cloud layers and IR cloud emissivity.

6) Bias estimation module and tuning:Convergence of the
physical retrieval solution is based essentially on a chi-
squared test of (observedcalculated). The chi-squared
test assumes that any bias in (observedcalculated) in
a globally representative sample of data is well below the
noise level. If this assumption is not valid, the chi-squared
test has to be written as observed calculated
bias noise . The inclusion of the bias term is referred
to as “tuning.” Bias and and noise of each channel are es-
timated from the analysis of (observedcalculated) for
cloud-free cases where the truth is reliably known either
from routine radiosonde launches (RAOB) or from val-
idation data obtained during the Aqua pass over special
validation sites [33]. Special observation sites include the
Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Cloud and
Radiation Testbed (CART) site in Oklahoma, the north
slope of Alaska, and similar sites in Germany, France,
the South Pacific, and Brazil. The result of the analysis
of clear truth data is a regression-based bias equation for
each channel, which may be zero or as simple as a con-
stant for some channels. Some channels may not be “tun-

able.” This is particularly true for the upper tropospheric
water channels due to the dry bias in the RAOBs.

7) Radiative transfer module:Key to the ability to accu-
rately calculate the radiances that would be observed with
a given , is a very fast radiative transfer calcula-
tion algorithm (RTA). The RTA is accessed as a subrou-
tine by the modules related to the data processing. The
radiative transfer algorithm development for the IR chan-
nels and its validation is described in [34]; the microwave
RTA is described in [31].

The noise term in the chi-squared test is due to a combi-
nation of instrument noise, spatial and temporal mismatch be-
tween the radiosonde and the AIRS observations, and uncer-
tainty in the forward algorithm and the bias term. The AIRS in-
strument noise, which is routinely estimated by the level 1b soft-
ware using cold-space-view data [21], defines the lower limit
to the noise. The uncertainty of the forward algorithm calcula-
tion is expected to be less than the instrument noise. The spatial
and temporal mismatch between the AIRS observations and the
ground truth is minimized using the special validation sites.

Algorithms for the retrieval of minor gases (other than ozone),
CO, CO , cirrus, surface wind speed, and others are being de-
veloped as “research products.” Software for these products is
not part of the initial “at-launch” PGS, but will be included in
PGS upgrades after proper validation starting about one year
after launch. Two of these experimental algorithms—precipita-
tion and mesoscale retrievals—are of particular interest.

1) The “at-launch” microwave retrieval algorithm produces
a precipitation flag and a preliminary precipitation rate
product that was tuned for mid-latitudes (Continental
United States), as discussed in [35]. This precipitation
estimate appears to respond well to both rain and snow
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Fig. 5. Interagency connections for instrument operations and data processing.

over both land and sea; because it primarily utilizes
opaque frequencies, it is much less sensitive to surface
conditions than are prior methods utilizing microwave
window channels.

2) The AIRS/AMSU/HSB retrievals are based on
cloud-cleared radiances, which are generated on AMSU
footprint centers, i.e., with 40-km characteristic scale.
Conceptually, the radiance measured by the MODIS
sounding channels in 1 km or larger holes in the clouds
in AIRS 13.5-km footprints might be usable for cloud
clearing. This would allow , retrieval on a
15-km AIRS footprint scale. This product could be very
useful to feed mesoscale forecast models. In case of an
AMSU failure, the use of MODIS data for cloud clearing
of the AIRS data has to be considered as potential
backup.

VI. DATAFLOW, SCIENCE DATA PROCESSING, AND

DATA RELEASE

The AIRS dataflow and data processing system were de-
signed to support the near-real-time data access requirements
of the weather forecasting centers and the more archival
process and climate research objectives of NASA. This requires
close interaction between the AIRS Science Team and four
organizations: the Earth Data Operations System (EDOS),
NOAA/NESDIS, DAAC at GSFC, and the Team Leader
Science Computing Facility (TLSCF) at JPL. The dataflow
from the EOS Aqua spacecraft is shown in Fig. 4. The respon-
sibilities of these organizations are defined in detailed Interface
Control Documents (ICD).

Passes of the EOS Aqua over a ground receiving station occur
for every orbit (about every 100 min). Data from a ground sta-

Fig. 6. Image in the 2616-cm window channel of the first-light data granule
from the AIRS IR spectrometer obtained within minutes after the instrument
was activated on the morning of June 13, 2002. A full spectrum is obtained for
each of the 12 150 footprints in one granule.

tion overpass are received within 22 min at EDOS and passed
from there to the NOAA/NESDIS server and the GSFC/DAAC
as high-rate buffered data.

At NOAA/NESDIS, the Level 0 data are converted to Level
1b and are quality-controlled using software supplied by the JPL
TLSCF. The data are then thinned from 2378 channels to key
sounding channels (about 300) at the center of every second
AMSU-A footprint and distributed to the numerical weather
forecasting centers using the BUFR format within three hours
after the data are received [5].
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(a)

(b) (c) (d)

Fig. 7. (a) Upwelling spectrum in brightness temperature units of one clear ocean footprint between 640 and 2680 cm. (b)–(d) zooms in on the spectrum of
upper tropospheric COlines between 640 and 680 cm, weak water lines between 785 and 880 cm, and the 2616 cm superwindow channel between the
weak water lines in the 2590–2670-cmregion of the spectrum. AIRS characterizes the state of the atmosphere with 3 000 000 spectra each day.

The GSFC/DAAC eliminates multiple copies of the data and
converts them to Level 1b and Level 2 data products using the
PGS supplied by the TLSCF.

Level 1b products at NOAA and the DAAC are identical. All
products are archived at the DAAC and made available to the
science user community. The PGS is based on algorithms de-
veloped by AIRS Science Team members and documented in
the Algorithm Theoretical Basis Documents. Fig. 5 illustrates
the connections between the Science Team and these Centers.
It also shows the operations link from the JPL operations/engi-
neering team through Earth Science Data Information System
to the AIRS/AMSU/HSB instruments.

The Science Team is responsible for the spot validation of
Level 1b and Level 2 products and algorithm and software up-
grades as soon as the real AIRS/AMSU/HSB data become avail-
able. The development and upgrading of the PGS and the routine

validation of the data products is done at the TLSCF. A descrip-
tion of the architecture and capabilities of the AIRS science data
processing system is provided in [36]. Samples of first-light data
processed at the TLSCF will be made available via the GSFC
DAAC to the general science user community by launchfour
months.

Evaluation of AIRS radiances by NASA, NOAA, ECMWF,
and other international forecasting centers is expected to start
at launch plus-five months This effort will focus on the evalua-
tion of the statistical properties of (calculatedobserved). This
will be followed by the experimental assimilation of cloud-free
AIRS radiances. Ultimately, for operational assimilation, this is
expected to expand to the assimilation all AIRS radiances to the
cloud-top height, the assimilation of cloud-cleared radiances,
and the assimilation of temperature and moisture profiles (Level
2 products) based on cloud-cleared radiances.
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To maximize the usefulness of the AIRS data products to
science investigations and archival use, routine validation of
the data, i.e., documentation of their absolute and relative ac-
curacy, is the responsibility of the TLSCF. The overall con-
cept is described in the AIRS Data Product Validation Plan,
which is summarized in [33]. Algorithm and software updates
by the AIRS Science Team as a result of the validation activ-
ities by launch plus-12 months will be incorporated into the
operational data processing software at the GSFC DAAC. At
launch plus-12 months AIRS data products will become avail-
able routinely through the GSFC/DAAC. Data products can be
requested from the GSFC DAAC on a per-granule basis, where
one granule is 6 min of data, i.e., 240 granules/day. The last
column in Table II shows the volume of data in gigabytes/day
required to store the data products in the EOS Hierarchial Data
Format (EOS HDF) at the GSFC DAAC. There are four HDF
files for calibrated radiances, one HDF file for cloud-cleared IR
radiances and one for all Level 2 products. The calibrated radi-
ances add up to 34 GB/day; Level 2 retrievals can be stored in
only 1.1 GB/ day. While this appears to be a significant amount
of data compression, alternative data compression and/or dec-
imation schemes are under evaluation to optimize data utiliza-
tion.

The validation task ultimately has to demonstrate that the
AIRS Level 2 products globally meet the “radiosonde accuracy”
stated in Table II. Global validation of all Level 2 products at this
level might not be feasible by launch plus–12 months due to the
sparseness of truth data. Software refinement, Level 2 product
upgrades, new product validation, and routine Level 2 product
quality monitoring continue throughout the expected seven-year
mission life of the EOS Aqua.

AIRS, AMSU, and HSB were launched successfully on May
4, 2002 on the EOS Aqua spacecraft into a 705-km high circular
sun-synchronous 1:30P.M. orbit. First-light data from AIRS
were received on June 13, 2000. Fig. 6 shows the first-light
image from AIRS, taken near the coast of West Africa at 1:30
UTC on June 13, 2002, minutes after the AIRS IR spectrometer
was activated. The image shows the brightness temperatures for
the 2616-cm window channel, one of the 2378 IR channels
measured by AIRS, for 6 min of data, corresponding to one
data granule. The image covers an area of approximately 1500

1500 miles with 12 150 footprints.
The top panel of Fig. 7 shows the full AIRS spectrum for a

cloud-free ocean footprint. The key COsounding regions at
700 cm and 2400 cm , the water sounding area between
1200 and 1650 cm , and the ozone feature near 1000 cmare
immediately recognized. Only when expanding the frequency
axis, as shown in the lower panel of Fig. 7, can the wealth of in-
formation provided by each spectral channel (circles) be appre-
ciated. The calibration phase for AIRS was completed after 90
days in orbit. Analysis of early data, with focus on July 20, 2002,
by the AIRS Science Team and members of the major numerical
weather forecasting centers, confirms excellent radiometric per-
formance and spectral stability [37]–[40]. The complete Level
1b dataset from AIRS/AMSU/HSB for July 20, 2002 is avail-
able as sample data from the GSFC DAAC. The routine transfer
of Level 1b data in BUFR format to the NWP centers started

on October 10, 2002. Routine release of Level 1b data from
the GSFC/DAAC to general science investigators is expected
to start at about launch plus-ten months, i.e., about March 2003.

VII. SUMMARY

AIRS, AMSU, and HSB form an integrated cross-track-scan-
ning temperature and humidity sounding system on the EOS
Aqua spacecraft. In addition to supporting NASA’s interest in
process study and climate research, AIRS is the first hyperspec-
tral IR radiometer designed to support NOAA/NCEP’s opera-
tional requirements for numerical weather forecasting during its
expected seven-year lifetime. AIRS, together with the AMSU
and HSB microwave radiometers, will achieve global retrieval
accuracy better than 1 K/1 km in the lower troposphere under
clear and partly cloudy conditions. Based on the excellent radio-
metric and spectral performance demonstrated by AIRS during
the prelaunch testing (now confirmed during on-orbit testing),
we expect the full assimilation of AIRS data into the forecast to
result in significant forecast improvement.
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